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Is the matter pre-litigation? This 
means up to letter of claim and can 
include seeking counsel's advice but 
not any appeal of CHC or issuing 
proceedings.

N

Additional authority is required to issue proceedings, , 
CHC or benefits decisions.

Make an application to the COP for authority to issue 
proceedings and instruct a firm to deal with it, whether it 
is your firm or another. 3 quotes needed and best 
interests decision form completed.

Y

N

N

Are you seeking legal advice on a 
P&A issue that you have authority to 
consider within your deputyship 
Order (ie property sale / construction 
advice / initial CHC advice/ 
employment contracts)?

Y

Are you seeking non litigation legal 
advice from your firm on a matter 
that the deputy has authority to deal 
with where that advice will cost less 
than £2,000?

If there is a conflict of interests, get 3 quotes from firms 
with the appropriate specialism, including your own or if 
you are satisfied that there is no conflict of interests 
ensure costs are assessed by SCCO or fixed fee.

Complete best interests decision making form with 
decision.

Y
Y

If seeking advice from another firm for non litigation 
P&A work, no additional authority from COP is 
required, and strictly 3 quotes are not required. 
However, if the value is going to be more than £500 it 
would be best practice to seek 3 quotes and complete 
the best interests decision form as the OPG prefer this.

Are you seeking legal advice from 
another department in your firm?

You are seeking non litigation legal advice 
from your own firm on a matter that the 
deputy has authority to deal with where that 
advice will exceed £2,000. Additional 
authority from COP is required.

Make an application to COP for authority to 
seek the advice. 3 quotes needed and best 
interests decision form completed.

N
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Additional authority from the COP 
required to seek advice on H&W 
matters, with the exception of 
issuing proceedings in the COP to 
alert them to a LA /CCG not 
complying re DOLS application. 

Make an application to the COP 
for authority to seek H&W advice, 
whether own firm or another. 3 
quotes needed and best interests 
decision form completed.

Where matter is urgent, Deputy 
may proceed ‘at risk’ whilst 
application being determined.
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Is the litigation within the COP, ie an application re 
gifting / house purchase?

Y
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Is the matter an EHCP 
issue? 

Deputy cannot obtain the advice or 
bring the litigation themselves – 
the right of appeal lies with the 
parent (or if over 16 and lack they 
capacity, the young person acting 
through a parent). Parent instructs 
EHCP solicitor.

Deputy must obtain prior authority 
to pay parental legal costs.

Y
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